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Intro

STUDIO

NIR MEIRI
Studio Nir Meiri offers modernist and minimalistic
aesthetics driven by careful attention to details and an
emphasis on the high quality of the Studioʼs hand-crafted
products.
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The thread running through the works of the studio is Nir
Meiriʼs fascination with nature and the possibility to
transform natureʼs beauty into skillfully designed objects.
Specializing in design and manufacturing of light fixtures,
Studio Nir Meiri works with large commercial clients
including corporate offices, hotels, and restaurants, as well
as private clients, and offers the opportunity to customize
the designs according to the needs of the client.
The Studio also collaborates with leading galleries
worldwide to create special editions offered as unique
design pieces.
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MOONS LINEAR CHANDELIER
The Moons linear chandelier is a contemporary light fixture that fits perfectly
in large living or working spaces. This lamp is made to order and can be
customized in size and number of lampshades.

HAN TABLE LAMP
The Han table lamp can fit beautifully on any furniture providing an added
crafty touch. The base of the lamp can hold small belongings such as keys, cell
phones etc.
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TANGO PENDANT LAMPS
Whether as a single or in a group, the Tango single pendant can fit
beautifully in any interior, filling the space with elegance and style.

JUPITER FLOOR LAMP
This floor lamp lampshades can move up and down and circle 360
degrees, thus enabling a rapid change in the design and the direction
of the lights.

JUPITER WALL LAMP
The Jupiter wall lamp is ideal for intimate and cozy interiors. Despite its
non-imposing size, this light fixture works as a highly effective light
source.
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BELLS PENDANT LAMPS
The Bells pendant lamps can be set in various heights and numbers,
creating a choreography that works beautifully with its surrounding
interior.

MOONS FLOOR LAMP
The Moons floor lamp is a minimal, sculpture, modern light object. It is
ideal to be used as an additional light source for general lighting but also
to create a warm and relaxing atmosphere.

MOONS SINGLE PENDANT
In its simplest way, the Moons pendant lamp is an elegant contemporary
ceiling light. Hanged as a single or in a group, it is ideal to use in either
domestic and public spaces.
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THE MOONS
COLLECTION

The moon has already been explored, but still remains
a romantic mystery. It is "ours" but it is not, it can shed
light, but still leave things hidden in the shadows.
The Moons collection, with its minimal design, can be
successfully integrated in any interior creating a warm
and relaxing atmosphere that is, at the same time, also
mysterious and enticing.
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The Moons collection includes floor lamps, table
lamps, pendant lamps and hanging chandeliers.
In this collection, the light spreads out softly and
gradually from the center of the lampshade to its
edges, enhancing the lunar sensation.

Moons floor lamp
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Moons chandalier

Moons table lamp
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Moons single pendant

Moons chandalier
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Moons single pendant

Moons floor lamp

MOONS CHANDELIER

MOONS FLOOR LAMP

Materials

metal and Acrylic

Materials

metal and acrylic

Dimensions

width: 100 cm / 39.3 in

Dimensions

width: 33 cm/ 12.9 in
height: 160 cm/ 62.9 in

height: 14 cm / 5.5 in

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k
470 lm X 7

Color/Finish

matt black

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k
470 lm X 2

Voltage

120v / 240v

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 12 kg

Weight

~ 14 kg

Cable

black pvc

Cable

balck pvc

100 cm / 39.3 in

drop length 3 meters
Drop length, cable type and the location of
the electricity feed can be specified.
This piece can be bespoke in size and in
number of lampshades.

1.5 metar, switch on cable

Ø 33 cm / 12.9 in

MOONS SINGLE PENDANT
Materials

metal and acrylic

Dimensions

diameter: 33 cm/ 12.9 in

240 cm / 94.5 in

200 cm / 78.7 in

matt black

14 cm / 5.5 in

Color/Finish

160 cm / 62.9 in

depth: 33 cm/ 12.9 in

length: 240 cm / 94.5 in

height: 10 cm/ 3.9 in
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Color/Finish

matt black

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k
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MOONS LINEAR CHANDELIER
metal and acrylic

Dimensions

width: 33 cm / 12.9 in

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

Cable

balck pvc
drop length 2 meter

height: 14 cm / 5.5 in

Ø 33 cm / 12.9 in

length: 200 cm / 78.7 in
matt black

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k

Drop length and cable type can be specified.
14 cm / 5.5 in

Color/Finish

470 lm X 5
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 7 kg

Cable

black pvc

MOONS TABLE LAMP
Materials

33 cm / 12.9 in

Voltage

drop length 3 meters
200 cm / 78.7 in

Dimensions

metal wood (walnut) and acrylic
width: 33 cm - 12.9 in
height: 50 cm - 19.7 in
depth: 33 cm - 12.9 in

Color/Finish

matt black, wood finish - matt

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k

50 cm / 19.7 in

Materials

Voltage

10 cm / 3.9 in

470 lm

470 lm
Drop length, cable type and the location of
the electricity feed can be specified.
This piece can be bespoke in size and in
number of lampshades.

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 3 kg

Cable

balck pvc
1.2 meter, switch on cable

Ø 33 cm / 12.9 in

Ø 33 cm / 12.9 in

THE JUPITER
COLLECTION

Jupiter is one of the brightest planets visible to the naked
eye - bright enough for its reflected light to cast visible
shadows.
The famous storms in Jupiterʼs atmosphere give the planet
its distinctive look of yellow, brown and red rings.
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The Jupiter collection takes us on a trip to Jupiter.
The metallic copper / brass / black finish of the lamps echoes
the colors of Jupiterʼs storms, and the lamps shape
resembles the body of a satellite or a probe, offering the
sense of a galactic journey.

Jupiter table lamp
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Jupiter wall lamp

Jupiter single pendant
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Jupiter long pendant

Jupiter floor lamp

Materials

metal and wood (walnut)

Dimensions

width: 18 cm / 7.1 in

20 cm / 7.9 in

JUPITER LONG PENDANT

In all models of the JUPITER collection the color of the top lampshade can be set in:
black
copper
or brass

height: 20 cm / 7.9 in
depth: 18 cm / 7.1 in

JUPITER LONG PENDANT
Materials

metal

Dimensions

width: 100 cm / 39.3 in

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K

13 cm / 5.1 in

depth: 10 cm / 3.9 in
matt - polished

matt - polished

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K
480 lm

height: 13 cm / 5.1 in
Color/Finish

Color/Finish

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

18 cm / 7.1 in

18 cm / 7.1in

480 lm X 4

Cable

black pvc

JUPITER SINGLE PENDANT

drop length 2 meters

Drop length, cable type and the location of
the electricity feed can be specified.

metal

Dimensions

dim: 10 cm / 3.9 in
height: 13 cm / 5.1 in

Color/Finish

matt - polished

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K
480 lm

This piece can be bespoke in size and in
number of lampshades.

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

Cable

black pvc
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drop length 2 meters

metal

Dimensions

dim: 30 cm / 11.8 in
height: 170 cm / 66.9 in

Color/Finish

matt - polished

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K

JUPITER TABLE LAMP
Materials

metal

Dimensions

width: 20 cm / 7.9 in
height: 50 cm / 19.7 in

480 lm X 2
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 13 kg

Cable

black pvc

depth: 21 cm / 8.3 in
matt - polished

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K
480 lm

1.5 metar, switch on cable

This piece can be bespoke in size and in
number of lampshades.

Color/Finish

50 cm / 19.7 in

Materials

10 cm / 3.9 in

Drop length and cable type can be specified.

JUPITER FLOOR LAMP

170 cm / 66.9 in
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100 cm / 39.3 in

Materials

200 cm / 78.7 in

~ 5 kg

13 cm / 5.1 in

120v / 240v

Weight

10 cm /3.9 in

Voltage

30 cm / 11.8 in

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 4 kg

Cable

black pvc
1.2 meter, switch on cable

20 cm / 7.9 in

21 cm / 8.3 in

THE TANGO
COLLECTION

The whirling skirts of the lamps in the Tango collection
evoke scenes of dance and joy, defined by the elegance
of the black-colored shade together with a brass dome.
As in a dance, a unique choreography can be achieved
by hanging the lamps in various heights and in
accordance to the quantity of the lampshades.
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The collection includes a single pendant and a long
pendant composed of a long rod that can hold as many
light sources as needed.

Tango single pendant
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TANGO SINGLE PENDANT
Materials

metal

Dimensions

dim: 25 cm / 9.8 in

200 cm / 78.7 in

Tango single pendant

height: 15 cm / 5.9 in
Color/Finish

matt black - brushed brass

Light source

PAR30 led 9.5 W 2700K
740 lm

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

Cable

black pvc

Drop length and cable type can be specified.

15 cm / 5.9 in

drop length 2 meters

25 cm / 9.8 in
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Materials

metal

Dimensions

width: 150 cm / 59 in
height: 15 cm / 5.9 in
matt black - brushed brass

Light source

PAR30 led 9.5 W 2700K

15 cm / 5.9 in

depth: 25 cm / 9.8 in
Color/Finish

740 lm X 4
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 5 kg

Cable

black pvc
drop length 2 meters

Drop length, cable type and the location of
the electricity feed can be specified.
This piece can be bespoke in size and in
number of lampshades.

25 cm / 9.8 in

Tango long pendant

200 cm / 78.7 in

TANGO LONG PENDANT

150 cm / 59 in

THE BELLS
COLLECTION

This collection was inspired by the world of plants.
The Bells collection lampshades were designed to
resemble the shape of bellflowers hanging humbly
on a vertical pole.
Looking on the way some climbing plants rising
high to reach sunlight and climbing on a hosting
branch while other air plants grow without soil and
receiving all their nutrients from the air around
them.
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Bells contemporary light fixtures can fit easily in
any domestic and public interiors giving the space
a an organic chic that at the same time is elegant
and slick.

Bells floor lamp
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BELLS PENDANT
Materials

metal

Dimensions

width: 30 cm / 11.8 in
height: 70 cm / 27.5 in
matt black - brushed brass

Light source

E27 led 5.9 W 2700K

250 cm / 98.4 in

depth: 10 cm / 3.9 in
Color/Finish

806 lm X 2
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 2 kg

Cable

black pvc
70 cm / 27.5 in

drop length 2.5 meters

Drop length and cable type can be specified.
30 cm / 11.8 in
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BELLS FLOOR LAMP
Materials

metal

Dimensions

dim: 30 cm / 11.8 in
matt black - brushed brass

Light source

E27 led 5.9 W 2700K

150 cm / 59 in

height: 150 cm / 59 in
Color/Finish

806 lm X 3
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 13 kg

Cable

black pvc
1.5 metar, switch on cable

This piece can be bespoke in size and in
number of lampshades.
Bells pendant lamp

30 cm / 11.8 in

DRAGONFLY
PENDANTS
The inspiration for the design of the dragonfly
lamps comes from the name itself. The form of the
lamp resembles a huge ancient insect, flying
above.
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While hanging, the lamp can be tilted in different
angles. By adding a number of dragonfly lamps
together, the effect changes to create the feeling
of branches in a forest.

Dragonfly pendant lamp
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metal

Dimensions

width: 70 cm / 27.5 in

250 cm / 98.4 in

DRAGONFLY PENDANT - METAL
Materials

height: 20 cm / 7.8 in
matt black

Light source

E27 led 5.9 W 2700K

20 cm / 7.8 in

depth: 70 cm / 27.5 in
Color/Finish

806 lm X 4
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 5 kg

Cable

black pvc

Drop length and cable type can be specified.

70 cm / 27.5 in

drop length 2.5 meters

70 cm / 27.5 in
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Dragonfly metal pendant lamp

DRAGONFLY PENDANT - WOOD
Materials

metal and wood

Dimensions

width: 110 cm / 43.3 in
height: 20 cm / 7.8 in
matt black - wood matt varnish

Light source

E27 led 5.9 W 2700K

20 cm / 7.8 in

depth: 70 cm / 27.5 in
Color/Finish

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 4 kg

Cable

black pvc

70 cm / 27.5 in

806 lm X 4
Voltage

drop length 2.5 meters

Drop length and cable type can be specified.
Dragonfly wood pendant lamp

110 cm / 43.3 in

MINIDRUMS
PENDANTS
Inspired by the world of plants the Mini-Drums
collection mimic the way some fruits are hanging from
tree branches.

Materials

metal

Dimensions

width: 40 cm / 15.7 in
height: 20 cm / 7.8 in
matt black

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k

20 cm / 7.8 in

depth: 30 cm / 11.8 in
Color/Finish

470 lm X 2
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 3 kg

Cable

black pvc
drop length 2.5 meters

30 cm / 11.8 in
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250 cm / 98.4 in

The use of materials such as metal and acrylic gives the
design its minimalistic look.

40 cm / 15.7 in

Drop length and cable type can be specified.
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SPOT TABLE LAMP
The design of the Spot table lamp creates an iconic
and well-defined look.
It draws its inspiration from industrial images such
as a crane, a spot light, or a street lamp - but at the
same time plays with the impression of a gentler,
even humble, character.
The base is heavy, made of metal which helps
balance the lamp. The lamp shade is not fixed and
can move freely to the sides, on the slight poll.
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Materials

metal

Dimensions

width: 20 cm / 7.8 in
height: 70 cm / 27.5 in
depth: 10 cm / 3.9 in

Color/Finish

matt black

Light source

G4 led 2w 2700k
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 3 kg

Cable

black pvc

70 cm / 27.5 in

200 lm X 2
Voltage

1.2 meter, switch on cable

11 cm / 3.9 in

20 cm / 7.8 in

CONTACT CEILING LIGHT
The Contact lamp is composed of two circular elements
connected by a straight metal poll, creating a hovering
gravity-defying sensation.
The lamp, inspired by the reversal of the law of gravity
provides a great amount of light compared to its size,
and is dimmable, which makes this minimalist light
source highly functional.
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Materials

metal

Dimensions

dim: 19 cm / 7.4 in
height: 19 cm / 7.4 in

Color/Finish

matt black

Light source

Led 12.5 w 3000k
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

19 cm / 7.4 in

2800 lm
Voltage

19 cm / 7.4 in

FLORENCE CEILING LIGHT
Florence ceiling lights are ideal to be used as a direct
down light source.
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This ceiling light composed of tow main material: metal
and wood. The use of wood in contrast with the copper
create an interesting combination and bring warmth to
the industrial look and feel of this ceiling light.
The wood can be specified from 3 different woods: maple,
oak and walnut. The metal part can be in brushed cooper
or painted any color.
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FLORENCE CEILING LIGHT - BIG
Materials

metal and wood

Dimensions

dim: 23 cm / 9 in
matt - wood matt varnish

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K

23 cm / 9 in

height: 23 cm / 9 in
Color/Finish

480 lm
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

23 cm / 9 in
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Florence ceiling light - maple

Florence ceiling light - walnut

FLORENCE CEILING LIGHT - SMALL
Materials

metal and wood

Dimensions

dim: 14cm / 5.5 in
height: 23 cm / 9 in

Color/Finish

matt - wood matt varnish

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K

23 cm / 9 in
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480 lm
Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 1 kg

14 cm / 5.5 in

DROP CEILING LIGHT
The Drop ceiling lamp, as its name suggests, resembles
a drop caught in the very moment of touching the
ground.
Its delicate form also brings to mind an image of a fresh
bud touched by a drop.
The lamp can be used as a standalone, or added to
other of its kind to create a total look and soft spread of
light.
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Materials

metal

Dimensions

dim: 12 cm / 4.7 in

12 cm / 4.7 in
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height: 20 cm / 7.8 in
Color/Finish

matt black

Light source

PAR20 led 6 W 2700K
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 0.5 kg
20 cm / 7.8 in

500 lm
Voltage

12 cm / 4.7 in

SPECIAL EDITIONS
Just like a piece of jewelry, our 'special editions'
artworks are a very unique handcrafted pieces.
These objects are made by using different
combinations in the assembly of metals and
woods.
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As these lamps are all made to order we offer
the opportunity to customize the design. You
can choose the type of wood, the color of the
metal as well as the general finish.
The lampshades spread warm and soft light to
their surroundings creating a calm and relaxing
atmosphere.
Integrating these lamps in any interior adds an
extra warmth and celebrates the perfect balance
between light and materiality.
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THE BERRIES
COLLECTION

The shape of berries is defined mainly through
interaction with their hosting branch. Each berry is
made of wood and acrylic, to make it look as delicious
as it is in real life.
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Every berry projects its light in a different direction,
and the number of lampshades can be customized
according to the length of the metal pole from which
they hang.
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BERRIES PENDANT
Materials

metal, wood (walnut) and acrylic

Dimensions

width: 30 cm / 11.8 in
height: 150 cm / 59 in
length: 30 cm / 11.8 in

Color/Finish

matt black - brushed brass wood matt varnish

Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 7 kg

Cable

black pvc

150 cm / 59 in

470 lm X 5
Voltage

drop length 4 meters
cabel length 1.5 metar, switch on cable

Drop length and cable type can be specified.
This piece can be bespoke in size and in number
of lampshades.
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30 cm / 11.8 in

BERRIES TABLE LAMP
Dimensions

metal, wood (walnut) and acrylic
width: 30 cm - 11.8 in
height: 60 cm - 23.6 in
depth: 30 cm - 11.8 in

Color/Finish

matt black - brushed brass -

Materials

60 cm / 23.6 in
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wood matt varnish
Light source

GX53 led 6w 2700k
470 lm X 2

Voltage

120v / 240v

Weight

~ 4 kg

Cable

balck pvc
1.2 meter, switch on cable

30 cm / 11.8 in

30 cm / 11.8 in

HAN TABLE LAMP
At the bottom of this lamp there is a
special place to put your personal
belongings.
The lampshade are made of maple wood
and hangs above the lamp's base by the
electric wire itself.
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Materials
Dimensions

metal, wood (mapel) and acrylic
width: 20 cm - 7.8 in
height: 40 cm - 15.7 in
depth: 15 cm - 5.9 in

Color/Finish

matt black - wood matt varnish

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 3 kg

Cable

balck pvc

40 cm / 15.7 in

480 lm
Voltage

1.2 meter, switch on cable

20 cm / 7.8 in

15 cm / 5.9 in

COCONUT TABLE LAMP
The lampshades designed to resemble an exotic nuts.
Gather together the lamps looks like a small forest.
These table lamps are made of 3 different kinds of
woods: maple, mahogany and walnut.
At the bottom of the lamp there is a special place (made
of metal) to put your personal belongings.
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Materials
Dimensions

metal, wood (mapel) and acrylic
width: 25 cm - 9.8 in
height: 45 cm - 17.7 in
depth: 15 cm - 5.9 in

Color/Finish

matt black - wood matt varnish

Light source

GU10 led 6.5 W 2700K
120v / 240v

Weight

~ 3 kg

Cable

balck pvc

45 cm / 17.7 in

480 lm X 2
Voltage

1.2 meter, switch on cable

15 cm / 5.9 in

25 cm / 9.8 in
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